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7 Jamieson Way, Lang Lang, Vic 3984

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 702 m2 Type: House

Daniel Harindran

0456642708

Navii Sarai

0435757768
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Just Listed!!

Discover a flawless marriage of aesthetic appeal and practicality at 7 JAMIESON WAY, LANG LANG. This contemporary

domicile resides in a tranquil enclave and radiates an atmosphere of refined elegance. Its striking monochromatic palette

effortlessly marries modern sophistication with utilitarian excellence.Upon crossing the threshold of this meticulously

designed residence, a captivating journey unfolds, leading you to the expansive master bedroom. This opulent haven

showcases a generously sized walk-in closet and a lavish ensuite replete with dual vanities and a generously proportioned

shower, elevating it to a highlight of the property.The pièce de résistance of this extraordinary home lies in the heart of the

dwelling: the kitchen. With its arresting presence, featuring luxurious waterfall stone countertops and dramatic vaulted

ceilings, it seamlessly transitions into the adjacent butler's pantry. This culinary sanctuary emerges as a focal point,

seamlessly extending into the combined dining and living spaces, embodying an impeccable fusion of style and

functionality.Tucked away in the rear wing of the residence, a welcoming secondary living area provides versatile usage as

a children's retreat or a dedicated study space. This thoughtfully appointed zone also offers direct access to three

well-appointed bedrooms, while an elegantly designed family bathroom stands ready to provide convenience and comfort

to all inhabitants of this captivating residence.The year-round convenience of this remarkable dwelling unfolds outdoors,

revealing a generously proportioned covered entertainment area that further extends its allure with a secluded spa

section, beckoning you to relax and indulge in ultimate tranquility. These exquisite amenities harmoniously coexist with

the immaculately maintained gardens.Family Realtors is eager to welcome you and anticipates your presence at the open

home. Contact Daniel Harindran at 0456 642 708 or Navii Sarai at 0435 757 768 today to arrange an inspection!(PHOTO

ID REQUIRED AT OPEN FOR INSPECTION)Link for Due Diligence Checklist:

http://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/duediligencechecklistDisclaimer: All dimensions, sizes, and layout are given for guidance

only and are approximate. The photos are for illustrative purposes and may contain virtual furniture for display purposes

only.


